
2016 Banquet Auction Items 
 

1.  Wine Art Gun Cabinet:  A favorite at last year’s auction, this wine storage and hidden, locked gun 
compartment with Terry Redlin’s  painting, “Best Friends” licensed prints on the side panels. This cabinet 
has a wine rack, stemware holder, accessory drawer, and in back, a hidden key lockable gun or fishing 
rod compartment.  Large enough for 6 scoped rifles.  On casters for easy mobility and frame is of solid 
pine.  Also included is the matching kindling box.  Donated by Iowa FNAWS       VALUE:            $650                                                 
 
2. 2016 Chapters and Affiliates Summit:  The 2016 Wild Sheep Foundation Chapters and Affiliates 
Summit will be hosted by Iowa FNAWS and Nebraska Game and Parks and will be held in June 23rd to 
June 26th, 2016 in Fort Robinson State Park near Crawford, Nebraska.  This working group is designed 
for the chapters and affiliates to openly share and discuss the various endeavors of WSF.  The high 
bidder and guest will not only be able to meet the various other instrumental individuals from this 
group, but will be able to participate in all of the meetings and activities, and also have the opportunity 
to tour the historic-rich Fort Robinson area and one of the few areas where bighorn sheep inhabit in the 
state of Nebraska.  Come and see where some of Iowa FNAWS’ funding has gone to.  The Summit runs 
from Wednesday to Sunday.  All lodging and meals are included.  Contact either Todd Nordeen: 
(308)763-2940 or Craig Nakamoto: (402)650-1383                                                             VALUE:       $700 
 
 3. Southeast Oklahoma Whitetail Hunt:   This is perfect for the hunter who wants to expand his 
collection of whitetail trophies.  This rifle hunt is good for any 4 days from November 22nd  to December 
6th, 2016 and may possibly extended into 2017 by contacting the outfitter, Eric Selph. You will be 
hunting via ladder stands or box blinds over productive food plots or feeders.  All lodging and meals are 
provided.  The over the counter tags are an additional $280 which can be purchased prior to the hunt.  
Additional hunters welcome at the normal rate of $3,500.  Donated by Eric Selph of Legacy Outdoor 
Hunts:  (309)397-7633, ericselph@yahoo.com   website:  legacyoutdoorhunts.com  VALUE:     $3,500                                                                                                                                                      
 
4.  Late Season Nebraska antlerless Antelope and Deer  Hunt:  This is a great hunt  for those who still 
did not get enough shooting during the regular season and wants to fill their freezer with meat.   Unlike 
hunting antelope in the fall, these late season does are very tasty for they would have spent several 
months grazing on hay and winter wheat fields.  This is also the only way a non-resident of Nebraska can 
shoot an antelope with a firearm.  The hunt is conducted in the northwest corner of Nebraska around 
the town of Chadron.  Your guide and host, Rick Arnold who is a biologist with Nebraska Game and 
Parks, has extensive knowledge of the area and has the connections necessary to get the hunter(s) on 
many of the private ranches and farms in the area where the animals are most abundant.  Iowa FNAWS 
members Clay Deitchler, Grant Stroud and Craig Nakamoto hunted with Rick this past January and had a 
blast!  In two days, they shot three antelope and 5 deer, and reported that they could have shot more 
deer for they saw plenty.  The draw for the antelope tags are very limited, however Rick will work with 
the hunter(s) to make assure they get one of the tags.  In the unlikely event that the hunter(s) do not get 
a tag, they can either delay the hunt to the following year or still go out and hunt deer, whose tags are 
over-the-counter.   This is a two day hunt and the hunter(s) are responsible for their own lodging and 
meals, as well as the antelope and deer tags.  Auction is for one hunter, however another hunter can be 
added for the winning bid price.  Donated by  Rick Arnold (402)699-9208                   VALUE:            $700                                                                    
 
5.  Remington 770 Whitetail Pro with Scope   “YOUTH-ONLY BIDDERS”:      For the lucky youth high 
bidder, this  Remington Model  770 is chambered in .243 and has a camo stock and outfitted with a 3x9 

mailto:ericselph@yahoo.com


Scope.  Perfect rifle/scope combo for the younger hunter.   You can bid up to your available FNAWS 
Youth Bucks.  MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR PARENTS’ PERMISSION PRIOR TO BIDDING  
                                                                                                                                                         VALUE:         $500  
                                
6. 7-foot long Scrimshawed Baleen:  This scrimshawed baleen is off of a 20-ton, 42-foot Bullhead Whale 
which was killed in 1986 in Katovik, Alaska. A truly rare and one-of-a-kind piece, it is encased in 
plexiglass and is sure to be a central piece of conversation in anyone’s trophy room.  This unique piece 
of art is fully donated by Cash Johnson of Danbury, Wisconsin.                                      VALUE:  PRICELESS                                                                                           
 
*7.  Trophy Wyoming Antelope Hunt:  Long time Iowa FNAWS members and supporters Cole and Elaine 
Benton of Grizzly Outfitters has fully donated one of their trophy antelope hunts.  This three day hunt is 
all inclusive;  meals, lodging, field and trophy care of the animal, and delivery to the locker plant for 
processing.  This can be a rifle or archery hunt.  High bidder is responsible for license, conservation 
stamp, and the cost to process the game.  In addition, should the high bidder bring along a youth, Iowa 
FNAWS will pay for the youth’s hunt.  High bidder should contact Cole for information on the draw tag 
which is virtually 100%.  Donated by Grizzly Outfitters, Cole and ElaineBenton:  (307)736-2277.  2030 
Norma Drive, Buffalo, WY,  82834.  Email:  grizout@vcn.com  Website:  www.grizzlyoutfitters.net                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                            VALUE:  $3,500    
                                 
8.  Idaho Whitewater Rafting Package:  Action Whitewater Adventures is proud to offer this 5 day/4 
night whitewater rafting experience on Idaho’s famous Main Salmon river for 2 people.  Deluxe meals, 
custom designed equipment and experienced, personable guides are included.   The Main Salmon is a 
great journey for families and groups of friends.  AWA uses three different styles and sizes of boats 
which will enable the participants to chooses their ride from “mild to wild”.   The Main Salmon river is a 
world class white water river that is appropriate for just about anyone.   As a part of this package, the 
winning bidder receives a 10% discount on additional adult participants.  Past Iowa FNAWS participants 
include Marc Paulson and the Clay Deitchler family.    This is valid for the 2016 season but may be 
extended upon prior arrangements with outfitter.  The trip starts at Salmon, Idaho and ends at McCall, 
Idaho.  High bidder is also responsible for the 5% Forest fees and $4 per person per day local forest 
retention fee (total of $129.40 for two people)   Optional accommodations include a Boise to Boise 
travel package which includes double occupancy lodging in Boise the night before the trip; charter flight 
from Boise to Salmon; double occupancy lodging in McCall at the end of the trip, and ground 
transportation back to Boise, at a cost of $425 per person.  Contact Verle Duerden:  (800)453-1482.  
Email: guideinfo@riverguide.com  Website:  www.riverguide.com                                   VALUE:       $3,180                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                         

Intermission:  Youth Raffle 
 

 9. Nebraska Elk Tag:  Iowa FNAWS is again privileged to offer this permit!  For 2016, there are only two 
of these permits offered anywhere.  This is the only way a non-resident can hunt in Nebraska for one of 
their huge bulls.  The high bidder will have an excellent chance at a 400+ point bull.  The permit is good 
for one bull elk in any of the seven elk management units throughout Nebraska for the 2015 season 
which normally runs from late September to late October, and is the premier months to hunt elk.  
Lodging and guide service is not provided, nor is the 2016 Nebraska habitat stamp.  The high bidder will 
have the expertise and assistance of the Nebraska Game and Parks officials in his/her quest for this 
trophy of a lifetime.  Iowa FNAWS and Nebraska Game and Parks have enjoyed an excellent partnership 
and this once in a lifetime tag continues to show the commitment towards this partnership.     
Contact:  Todd Nordeen, District Manager,Nebraska Game and Parks Commission  (308)763-2940, 
todd.nordeen@nebraska.gov.    website: www.outdoornebraska.org.                   VALUE:           PRICELESS 
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10.  Non-Resident Whitetail Tag:   This is the seventh year in a row which Iowa FNAWS has been 
granted one of the highly coveted Non-Resident Whitetail Deer Tags from the Iowa Department of 
Natural Resources.  It is extremely difficult for a non-resident to obtain a whitetail tag in Iowa, however, 
Iowa is home to some of the biggest whitetails in the country and many believe that the next world 
record could potentially come out of Iowa’s rich cornfields.  This tag allows the high bidder to have a 
chance at one of Iowa’s trophy wall hangers.  This statewide tag is good for two deer (1 any-sex and 1 
antlerless) in any unit in Iowa.  The winning bidder may choose from one of the following seasons:  
archery, shotgun, or late muzzleloader, and pick his/her weapon of choice, whichever is legal in Iowa.  
The hunting season and dates can be found at www.iowadnr.gov  In addition to his/her winning bid, the 
high bidder will have to pay directly to the Iowa DNR the normal cost of the tag and small game/habitat 
fee of $551.  Past auctions have brought anywhere fro $5500 to over $10,000. The tag is available for 
the 2015 or 2016 season and the winning bidder must contact Aron Arthur aron.arthur@dnr.iowa.gov) 
of the Iowa DNR by September 1st, 2015 to specify which season he/she will be hunting.    VALUE:  ????                                                                                                                               
 
11.  2017 GSCO Full Registrations for two:  Iowa FNAWS has had a great and enduring relationship with 
Grand Slam Club/Ovis, and they have again shown their commitment to Iowa FNAWS by fully donating 
two full registrations to their 2017 convention.   The 2017 convention dates are January 27-30 in Las 
Vegas, Nevada.  If you have never attended one of their conventions, this is a great item to purchase.   
Contact Taylor DeBoer  205-674-0101   website: www.wildsheep.org                                   VALUE:       $900 

 
*12. Okoboji Fishing Trip  “YOUTH ONLY BIDDERS:  Take your mom or dad fishing In beautiful Lake 
Okoboji.  Fish for bluegills, smallmouth bass, walleyes, largemouth bass and maybe even a northern or 
muskie with fishing guide John Grosvenor.  This trip is for up to two people and they can have their 
choice of either summer or winter ice-fishing.  This ½ day trip includes top of the line fishing equipment 
for all conditions: rods, reels, bait and tackle are all provided.  All you need is dress appropriately for the 
weather conditions and bring along snacks and drinks.  Not included is a valid fishing license.  You can 
bid up to your available FNAWS Youth Bucks.  MAKE SURE YOU GET YOUR PARENTS’ PERMISSION 
PRIOR TO BIDDING.  High bidder’s parents or adult guest  must coordinate available dates with John.  
Donated by John Grosvenor of JTG Fishing Expeditions:  (712)330-5815, jtg@fishokoboji.com.  Website:  
www.fishokoboji.com. 
                                                                                                                                                             VALUE:  $300 
 
13. (2) Couples Registrations for the 2017 Sheep Show:  The National Wild Sheep Foundation has 
donated 2 full couple’s registrations for the 2016 Sheep Show, to be held in Reno, Nevada on January 
20-23.  Be a part of the Wild Sheep Foundation and bid on this fully donated registrations.  Contact  WSF 
(307)527-6261                                                                                                              VALUE:  $750 x 2:     $1500  
 
14. Greenland Muskox Hunt:   This is a 5 day hunt for Greenland Muskox on the west coast of the Artic 
Circle near the town of Kangerlussuaq.   The hunt takes place between July 1st and November 1st and is 
all-inclusive once the hunter arrives in Kangerlussuaq including accommodations, hot meals, licenses, 
taxes guiding, skinning and preparation of trophies.  If time permits, there is also opportunity to hunt 
hare, arctic fox, waterfowl and ptarmigan, as well as fishing for arctic char, all at no additional cost.  
Hunter can upgrade to also hunt Caribou for a $2000 trophy fee.  Hunter is responsible for lodging in 
Kangerlussuaq before/after the hunt, if the need arises.  Contact Joe Jakab of Point Blank Hunts 
(724)557-4274  Email:  joejakab@pointblankhunts.com or pointblank.jj@gmail.com    VALUE:     $6,995      
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15.  Colorado Prairie Dog Shoot:  Come hunt the Buckhorn Ranch in Montrose, Colorado for prairie dogs 
for two hunters.   April and May are the best months when the dogs have not been accustomed to being 
shot at, however, available dates can be coordinated with the outfitter, and can also be delayed to 2017 
if necessary.    All transportation to/from the hunting areas as well as food and lodging is included.  
Accommodations are in a comfortable bunkhouse and meals are at the main ranchhouse.  This is a fun 
shoot with most shots being less than 150 yards.  Iowa FNAWS member Lonnie Cook has hunted this 
ranch numerous times and his sister and brother in law, Gina and Robert Pullman, are the ranch 
managers.  Not included is the hunting license and transportation to/from Montrose.  Additional 
hunters are welcome for the discounted rate of $500 per hunter.   Contact John Deti (970)258-2125  
Email: john@buckhornmountain.com.  Website: www.buckhornmountain.com.   VALUE:          $1250    
 
16.  7 Day All Inclusive South African Safari for Two:  Graham Sales Safaris is proud to donate this 7 day 
Safari for two hunters in the Mpumalanga Province of South Africa.  Included in the donation are all 
accommodations and meals, all daily fees and services of an experienced,  fully licensed professional 
hunter, all transportation during the hunt and field preparation of trophies.  Included in the hunt are 
trophy fees for 2 impala, 2 warthog and 1 Black-backed Jackal. Also included, but at no obligation is 
$500 taxidermy credit towards 4 or less animals and $750 credit towards 5 or more animals at Wildlife 
Images Taxidermy Studio, and transportation of the trophies to the taxidermist.  Not included are cost of 
alcoholic beverages, accommodations prior to and after the hunt, gratuities, and gov’t tax on value of 
daily rate (14%).  There is also a $350 per person charge for pickup and dropoff to/from nearest 
international airport.  Contact Graham Sales  South Africa Mobile: + 27 82 449 2357.  Email:  
salesgraham@gmail.com.  Website:  www.grahamsalessafaris.com               VALUE:                       $10,000                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                           
17. Utah Mountain Lion Hunt:  Hunt for five days for trophy mountain lion in Utah.  This is a one on one 
hunt and includes lodging and meals. Mossback utilizes the best cat dogs in the industry and the high 
bidder will be in for an exhilarating and exciting hunt.  The hunt can be arranged from anytime after this 
fundraiser until the end of the 2016 season.   Contact Reed Dalton (435)310-0180, 
antlerobsession@hotmail.com  or Doyle Moss (801)372-8311, doyle@mossback.com  Website: 
www.mossback.com.                                                                                                    VALUE:               $5,300                               
 
 18.  Texas Aoudad Hunt:   Hunt for free-ranging Aoudad sheep with Rowdy McBride in southwest 
Texas.  All accommodations and meals are included with this hunt and the high bidder will stay in a 
comfortable cabin on the ranch.  Of special note:  this hunt can be upgraded towards either an 
Armenian Mouflon or Iranian Red Sheep!  Rowdy stays booked years in advance for these sheep and by 
winning the auction, the high bidder will be given priority to hunt either sheep and not wait for three 
years!   Everything is included except for the $45 license.  Hunt can be taken in either 2016 or 2017.  
Contact Rowdy McBride, (432)553-4724, rowdymcbride@sbcglobal.net             VALUE:      $7,500  
 
19  Antique Australian Dingo Trap:  Donated from one of the top trap collections in the United States, 
owned by Sam and Margaret Delavan, this Australian Dingo Trap was purchased by Sam at an auction 
over 40 years ago.  At that time, Sam paid $250, so who knows what it is worth today.  Sure to be the 
center of attention in any trophy room or man cave!                                                VALUE:         ?????       
                                                                                                                                   
20.  Shoulder Mount:  Kyle Schlesser of Schlesser Taxidermy has again donated a shoulder mount of a 
whitetail deer or similar sized animal.  Kyle has done work for many Iowa FNAWS clients and is a 
gracious supporter of Iowa FNAWS.  Donated by Kyle Schlesser of Schlesser Taxidermy:  (712)540-5868, 
schlessertaxidermy@frontier.net.  Website:  www.schlessertaxidermy.com.             VALUE:     $500 
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21.  Central Canadian Barren Ground Caribou Hunt:   The central Canadian barren ground caribou herds 
around Yellowknife have taken a real nosedive over the last few years. As a matter of fact, the operators 
there shut down because of this phenomenon. However, that is not the case at all far east of there,  at 
Webbers Lodges/Henik Lake Adventures, along the Hudson Bay out of Arviat, Nunavut and right on the 
Manitoba border, where this hunt is conducted. This will be a fly-in hunt. There will be comfortable 
accommodations at either tent camps or cabins, including washrooms and shower facilities. Other 
comforts will be propane heat, running water, home-cooked meals and even satellite phones. The 
camps are located in areas with great concentrations of caribou. This is a five-day package.  The hunter 
will be able to take TWO caribou. The dates are between August 30 and September 26th for 2016 or 
2017. The bulls will be in prime condition prior to the rut and most of the time with polished hard-horn 
antlers. The Qamanirjuaq caribou herd is 350,000 strong, so you can expect to see lots of caribou during 
the hunt. Wolf, wolverine and black bear may also be taken, should the opportunity present itself, for 
$350 each. Fishing is also available.  Hunters need to arrive in Thompson, Manitoba, by commercial 
flight. From there, they will fly out via  charter plane.   Additional fees include the round trip charter fee 
of $1150 plus tax, tags of approx. $485 per caribou, gratuities and taxes.  Lodging and meals before and 
after the hunt will be the hunter’s responsibility.   Contact Russ Mehling of Webber’s Lodges/Henik Lake 
Adventures, (204)392-3337  Email:  russ@webberslodges.com  Website:  www.webberslodges.com or 
www.heniklakeadventures.com                                                                                    VALUE:           $7995 
   
22.  Choice of Print:  Russian Guide, Vladimir Koscheev represents the famous Russian photographer 
Sergey Ivanov and has brought to our show, a number of Sergey’s more popular prints.  The high bidder 
of this item will have his/her choice of prints offered at this show by Vladimir.  In addition,  anyone who 
is interested in a print, will be able to purchase whatever remaining prints from Vladimir, at the winning 
bid  price.  Vladimir and Sergey has graciously offered to donate half of all of the proceeds of these print 
sales to Iowa FNAWS for its conservation efforts.  You can see more of Sergey’s work at 
www.sergeyivanovphotography.com.   Recently, these prints brought over $600 at the GSCO 
convention.  Please show Vladimir and Sergey our appreciation and bid these prints up! 
                                                                                                                                                VALUE:       ???     
                                                      
23.  New Mexico Management Oryx Hunt:  Hunt Ted Turner’s  famous Armendaris Ranch for free-
ranging Oryx. These magnificent animals were first released on the White Sands Missile Range a half a 
century ago and have since proliferated and has been considered a big game animal in the state of New 
Mexico.  The Armendaris Ranch borders the missile range and there are an abundance of Oryx.  Four 
years ago, the area had an unusually long freeze and many of the Oryx broke their horns.  This hunt is 
for a fully guided (guide’s choice) broken horn Oryx.  Although the horn may be broken, they still make a 
fine trophy and any taxidermist can repair the broken horn if the hunter chooses.  The hunt is for one 
hunter and one observer and is up to three days, however normally it can be accomplished in a day.  
BONUS:  At the time of the hunt, if there happens to be a trophy class animal with the management 
animal, the hunter can upgrade on the spot for a trophy fee of $1,500.  No accommodations are 
provided, however there are numerous hotels in nearby Truth or Consequences.  Hunter is also 
responsible for the non-resident tag and game hunting license, both payable to New Mexico Game and 
Fish.  Past successful Iowa FNAWS hunters include:  Craig and Laureen Nakamoto and Todd Stowater, 
and all three have said that this is a great hunt  and the Oryx meat is very delicious.  Contact E.D. 
Edwards of New Mexico Ranch Properties, ( 575)894-6782  Email:  Armendarisranch@retranches.com       
                                                                                                                                                            VALUE:  $2,000 
                        

Intermission:  Ladies Raffle and Drawing for Youth Hunt 
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24.  Wyoming Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep Governor’s Tag:  Wyoming Governor Matt Mead, the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Commission & Department, the Wyoming Governor’s Big Game License 
Coalition, and the Wyoming Wild Sheep Foundation are pleased to provide the Wild Sheep Foundation 
with a 2016 Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep license for auction. The 2016 Wyoming Governor’s Bighorn 
Sheep License is valid in any open hunt area having more than 8 Type 1 ram licenses issued. The number 
of licenses issued per hunt area may change from year to year. Seasons and license numbers for fall 
2016 will be finalized in April 2016. In 2015, this license was valid in seven hunt areas: #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 
8/23. These hunt areas account for over 85% of Wyoming’s annual Rocky Mountain sheep harvest.   
Successful purchaser may hunt any open hunt area that qualifies in accordance with the above. The 
purchaser does not have to pick a specific hunt area and may hunt different hunt areas. The five-year 
waiting period between bighorn sheep licenses does not affect the ability to purchase a Governor’s 
bighorn sheep license, and purchasing this license is independent of applying for a bighorn sheep license 
through the draw system. The license fee ($122 for Resident, $2,266 for Non-Resident) is waived. 
Preference points are not affected by purchase of a WY Governor’s Bighorn Sheep License. 90% of the 
auction proceeds provide funding for Wyoming bighorn sheep projects via the Wyoming Governor’s Big 
Game License Coalition.  . For further information, please contact Doug McWhirter, Wyoming Game and 
Fish Department, (307) 527-7125 or Jerry Galles, WY Wild Sheep Foundation (307) 259-2096.  Iowa 
FNAWS tied the all-time record and sold this tag for $80,000                               VALUE:  ??????                                                                                                                       
                                                                           
25.  Rare 1893 Marlin .32-40 Lever Action Rifle on Custom Display with Box of Ammo:  For the last 
several years Kyle Nakamoto has been able to find a rare firearm for our auction and this year is no 
exception!   Manufactured in the early 1900’s, this rifle is over 110 years old and is in mechanically 
excellent condition!  In 1893, gun designer L.L. Hepburn took the Model 1889 and incorporated a new 
locking bolt system and a two-piece spring pin which was different than the 1889 which resulted in a 
new patent and the new 1893 model.  The rifle has a scarce Lyman Windgauge Receiver Sight on it, and 
comes with a beautiful, handmade wooden display by Don Baier of Glenwood, IA. This is a very rare and 

unique piece of American firearm history.  It also comes with a full box of ammunition. Very few of 

these pieces can be found in as good a condition as this                       VALUE:               ?????                                                                                              
 
26.  Jerry Johnson Collectible Knife:  Dr. Jerry Johnson has again fully donated one of his fine, hand-
made collectible masterpieces.  This year’s knife is a trailing point hunter with engraved stainless steel 
guard and butt.  Handle is made out of sheep horn.  Dr. Jerry has been a long-time donor of Iowa 
FNAWS and his donations have really helped Iowa FNAWS in our funding endeavors.   Surely to be 
another one-of-a-kind piece of art.  Fully donated by Dr. Jerry Johnson                                                      
VALUE:  Priceless 
 
27.  Canadian Sturgeon Fishing Tournament Package for Two:  The BCWF (British Columbia Wildlife 
Federation) and the WSSoBC (Wild Sheep Society of BC) have come together to bring you the 1st Annual 
Jurassic Classic Sturgeon Fishing Tournament which will take place on the majestic Fraser River in British 
Columbia, Canada. This event is being offered Aug 19-21st, 2016 and will include 30 professionally 
guided teams, each consisting of two anglers, from all across North America. Join us in Chilliwack BC for 
two all-inclusive days of world-class sturgeon fishing, meals, hotel rooms, a poker tournament, topped 
with an awards banquet on the final evening of the weekend. The focus on this trip is to promote and 
support wild sheep projects in British Columbia and provide the 60 anglers with some great camaraderie 
and friendly competition. A large number of prizes will be available and you will be treated to a Salmon 
BBQ on the shores of the mighty Fraser River on the Saturday evening. This two day fishing trip is 
provided by Great Rivers Fishing Adventures who offer fully guided world-class white sturgeon charters 
with fish that can exceed 1500 pounds and 13 feet in length. Come out and support BC wild sheep 



projects and enjoy a great weekend on the river. Contact Trevor Carruthers of BCWF (250)919-5386  
Email:  trevor.carruthers@shaw.ca                                                                            VALUE:          $6000 
 
28.  Eurasian Brown Bear, Capercaillie and Black Grouse Hunt in Russia:  Hunt for 7 days with 
renowned Russian guide Vladimir Koscheev in his home territory for brown bear over bait.  This is an 
exceptional hunt for practically everything is included once you arrive in Moscow:  transportation 
to/from airport to train station, first class, sleeper car train tickets to/from Moscow to Kirov, 
transportation from train station to/from hunting area, and all lodging and meals while hunting.  All 
licenses and even the $200 CITIES permit are included.  You will be hunting active blinds which have 
been pre-baited, and while not hunting bear, you will have the opportunity to hunt capercaillie and 
black grouse.  Trophy fees are $600 for capercaillie and $400 for black grouse.  However, due to the 
avian bird virus, the birds will have to be mounted in Russia which Vladimir can arrange for a very 
reasonable price.  Craig Nakamoto and Mark Seltzer have hunted with Vladimir and had their birds 
mounted in Russia and can attest to the quality of the mounts.  Vladimir will personally meet you at the 
airport and escort you through the entire hunt.  Hunts of this caliber have exceeded $15,000 but 
Vladimir has made arrangements for additional hunters who accompany the high bidder, for $8500 
each, up to a maximum of four total hunters.  Contact Vladimir Koscheev, email:   79127239731@ya.ru 
or Craig can assist you in contacting Vladimir. Craig’s cell: (402)650-1383        VALUE:         $12,000                                                                                    
  
29.  African Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Observers:  Hunt in the North West Province 
of South Africa with Africa Maximum Safaris.  This hunt is for 6 days for two hunters and two non-
hunters and can be taken in 2016 or 2017 between March 1st and November 30th, upon mutual 
agreement with the outfitter.  All meals and accommodations are included, as well as the trophy fees 
for 1 wildebeest, 1 impala, and 2 blesbok, to be shared by both hunters.  As a special bonus, hunters 
can upgrade to take a Sable @ $6000 which is a 40% discount off of the normal price.  Additional 
trophies and extra days can be added at the normal price list.  Included is the field trophy preparation; 
however dipping and shipping of trophies are additional.  All ground transportation is included in this 
donation.  This donation does not include the arrival and departure days.  Arrival and departure days are 
charged a rate of $200 per person per day.  Arrival and departure point will be either Johannesburg or 
Tambo International Airports.  Pat O’Neil and Kay Giannola give high marks to this outfitter.  Contact 
Jacques Senekal of Africa Maximum Safaris (011)27-08-802-3919, cell: (011)27-82-802-3919.  Email: 
africamaximum@gmail.com.  Website:  www.africamaximum.com.                  VALUE:              $9980   
 
30. Texas Hog Hunt :  Details were not available at time of printing 
 
31.  High Volume Argentina Dove Hunting Package:  One on one hunting for two days in the Province of 
Cordoba, Argentina for four hunters.  This is a high volume hunt and the hunters can expect to shoot 
1000 to 1500 rounds per day.  This hunt can be taken anytime of the year so it makes it perfect for those 
non-hunting seasons in the US.  This package includes reception and paperwork assistance in all 
Argentine airports as well as all transfers.  Included are accommodations are in a very comfortable 
hunting lodge with double occupancy suites, as well as first class meals and beverages (including 
alcohol).  There is also the assistance of a personal safari organizer as well as one bird boy per hunter.  
Not included are the gun permit of $100/gun, hunting license of $70/day/hunter, and ammunition of 
$15/box of 25. Hunters can also rent a gun for $70/day and tips are not over $100 for the entire hunt.  
Also not included are the domestic flights and layovers in Buenos Aires as well as any international 

phone calls.  Contact MG Hunting, Olaguer y Feliu 1787, (1636), Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA 
Tel: +54-348-462-6432 / Fax: +54-11-4032-0707 mg@mghunting.com   Web site www.mghunting.com 
                                                                                                                                                        VALUE:      $5,000    
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32.  $1000 Taxidermy Credit:  Details were not available at time of printing 
 
33.  Nebraska Snipe Hunt:   This is not like the snipe hunting you did in high school!  Once again, Bob 
Meduna of the Nebraska Game and Parks has graciously donated this snipe hunt for up to four people.  
The hunt will take place in the south-central Nebraska rainwater basin during the October or early 
November snipe migration, in either 2015 or 2016.  Three days of hunting and two nights lodging at a 
cabin on a wildlife management area will be provided along with a cookout on one evening.  Waterfowl 
and grouse seasons will also be open and will provide additional opportunities; pheasant season will also 
be open if the hunt is conducted the last weekend of October or later.  High bidder is responsible for 
purchasing hunting permit, habitat stamp, and state and federal waterfowl stamps (waterfowl stamps 
not necessary if only hunting snipe).  Contact:  Bob Meduna, Wildlife Biologist-Nebraska Game and Parks 
(308)478-5238, bob.meduna@nebraska.gov                                                                                 VALUE:  $3000  
 
34.  Wyoming Antelope or Cow Elk Hunt:   High bidder will have a choice of hunting either antelope or 
cow elk in Wyoming with perennial Outfitter/Donor Josh Martoglio of Shoshone Lodge Outfitters.  The 
high bidder of this three day hunt will be assured a great time.  Accommodations and meals are not 
included, however there are many places to stay in Cody and rooms rates are reasonable at around 
$60/night.  Also not included are the license and conservation stamp.  Additional hunters welcome for 
$1500 each. Contact Josh Martoglio of Shoshone Lodge Outfitters (307)899-4673  Email:  
shoshonelodgeoutfitters@gmail.com  Website:  www.shoshonelodgeoutfitters.com   VALUE:          $1500 
 
35.  7 Day Spring Black Bear Hunt for one Hunter and One Youth:  Enjoy a great 7 day black bear hunt 
for one hunter and one youth in beautiful Southwest Alberta with Willow Creek Outfitters.  Everything is 
included in this hunt except for the $320 license fee per hunter and gratuities.  Accommodations are in a 
country ranch house located in the hunting area and include great home-cooked meals.  The ranch 
house is also equipped with hot showers, wi-fi and tv.  This hunt can be scheduled for 2017 or 2018, 
upon mutual agreement with the outfitter.  The youth hunter's age requirements are 12 to 18 years old 
at time of the hunt.  Your outfitter, Andre Van Hilten will do everything possible to ensure you and the 
youth hunter will have a memorable hunt.  This is a spot and stalk hunt and there is a high percentage of 
color-phased bears in the area.  Contact Andre Van Hilten, Willow Creek Outfitters (403)549-0111, 
email:  info@willowcreekoutfitters.com.   Website:  www.willowcreekoutfitters.com    VALUE:         
$7000 
 
36.  Southcentral Iowa Frog Gigging Safari:  The lucky high bidder and a guest will experience a trip of a 
lifetime in Southcentral Iowa near Kellerton,  and hunt for the elusive bullfrogs which put this place on 
the map.  Your host and master frogsman, Grant Stroud will take you to his family farm which consists of 
several high-producing frog ponds.  You will also be staying at their cabin in Kellerton and experience the 
fantastic “nightlife” which Kellerton has to offer.  This adventure can be taken in 2016 or 2017 upon 
mutual arrangement with Grant, and dependent on spring rains which makes the ponds more 
productive.  This 2-day, 2-night extravaganza will prove to be a lifetime experience.   High bidder is 
responsible for purchasing the license.  Contact:  Grant Stroud (402)527-0502                VALUE:  Priceless  
 
37.  All-Inclusive Spain Hunt:   This is an all-inclusive 5 day hunt in Spain for one hunter and one non-
hunter, for one of the following trophies:  Red Stag, Mouflon, Fallow Deer, or Roe Deer and can be 
upgraded for additional trophies including any of the four Spanish Ibex, Cantabrian or Pyrenean 
Chamois, Barbary Sheep and Balarean Boc at the published rates.  Cazatur is one of the oldest and highly 
regarded outfitters in Spain, and is very rare when a Spanish outfitter gives an all-inclusive donation 
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which includes the 21% VAT tax as well as the hunting license and export permits.  Also included are all 
meals and drinks (including wine and alcohol), lodging, transportation and reception and clearance of 
guns at the airport, and a sightseeing program for the non-hunter companion.   You will even be dinner 
guests at Eduardo Araoz’s home, who is the owner of Cazatur.  Not included in this donation are any 
additional trophy fees and hunting days and the tax associated with the additional days and trophies.  
The daily rate for the additional days is $650/hunter and $400/non hunter.   You will also be responsible 
for plane flights to/from Madrid, hotel before and after the hunt, tips and personal expenses.   Craig and 
Laureen Nakamoto have previously hunted with Cazatur and had an excellent time.   Contact  Eduardo 
Araoz (34)914423775, Email:  eduardoaraoz@cazatur.com  Website:  www.cazatur.com 
                                                                                                                                         VALUE:                      $11,550  
 
38.  Sushi Experience for 10:  For the fourth year in a row, Iowa Life Member and sushi chef Kyle 
Nakamoto has again donated a fully catered sushi dinner for up to 10 people.  Kyle will travel a 
reasonable distance to high bidder’s home, at his family’s establishment; the BackRoom Lounge, or at an 
agreed upon place to prepare a top of the line sushi and sashimi dinner for the high bidder and his/her 
guests.  Additional guests welcome at $50/guest.  High bidder to negotiate cost of travel/lodging if 
location is more than 4 hours away from the Omaha/Council Bluffs area.  Contact Kyle Nakamoto 
(402)650-3654                                                                                                                                     VALUE:   $800 
 
39.  Clay Deitchler’s Mineola Goodies:  Another great arrangement of home-made goodies fresh off the 
farm from Life Member Clay Deitchler.  The winner of this package will not be disappointed!! 
                                                                                                                                                                 VALUE:   ??? 
 
40.  Minnesota Ice Fishing Trip:  Ice Fishermen extraordinaire, brothers Pat and Charlie O’Neill have 
again donated this 2 night, 3 day fishing trip on Mille Lacs Lake, Minnesota, for two people scheduled for 
the winter of 2016/17.  If the high bidders want, these renowned ice fishermen will personally guide you 
to their “hot spot” on Mille Lacs for walleye, perch and northern pike.  Heck, they may even get the high 
bidders into some “poor man’s lobster (burbot).  Accommodations are in a very comfortable, well-built 
fish house with bunk beds, bathroom, satellite TV and good coolers for your refreshments.  This package 
also includes all meals, snacks and beverages.   If the high bidders prefer, they can stay at a near-by 
casino at their own expense (approx. $50-$60/night).  Not included is the cost of the three-day fishing 
license.  Past guests include Iowa members Greg & Liz Johnson, Denny & Judy Schmidt and Ted Schutte.  
Additional guests welcome for $400/person per day and includes accomodations, meals and drinks                                                                                                
Contact Pat O’Neill  (320)253-4441 or (320)250-3757  pat.gcr@outlook.com                  VALUE:    $1500                              
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